
A Series 5300 Quad WorkCenter was selected for this assembly application. With 
dimensions of 9’ x 9’, the unit includes a variety of add-on accessories selected with 
specific work tasks and operator comfort in mind.

Assembly Station idea # MF-011

Assembly

Design Ideas

Several add-on accessories were selected for this assembly table, including a Light 
Suspension System, adjustable Overtable Shelf with slope option; Mounting Rails with 
Bins; 15-amp Powerstrip, and double-drawer storage unit.

Assembly Operation idea # MF-068
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The right furnishings  for assembly 
can maximize output by providing 
operators with the workspace they 
need to perform with efficiency and 
excellence.

Our design team understands the 
environment in which you work. 
We’ve worked with many of the 
nation’s top industrial, research, 
educational and government facilities 
to furnish facilities with just the 
right combination of workstations, 
features, options, and accessories to 
fit the demands of the job.

These ideas represent only a few of 
the endless layouts possible with the 
versatile and expansive Workplace® 
line. Each has been tailored to meet 
a specific requirement.  Each provides  
the foundation for a lifetime of 
dependable service and is easily 
retrofittable to meet changing  
needs down the road.

We would be pleased to help  
you design work areas  that are  
“just right” for you. Conceptual 
drawings and detailed cost 
quotations are provided on a  
no-obligation basis. Please visit  
www.workplacesystemsinc.com or  
call 1-800-258-9700 for more detail.  
We’re ready to get started - are you?



Individual Series 1000 Tables were selected for this Final Assembly application, as opposed to an in-line row of tables. This would provide quick and 
easy re-configuration of the department’s workflow. Frequent changes in product assembly processes require revamping of the assembly area, a 
critical element in maintaining product flow efficiencies. Adjustable Workplace® accessories help to maintain such efficiencies.

Final Assembly idea # MF-013

Small parts storage and organization are handled with two 
Mounting Rails, which can accommodate plastic parts bins of 
various sizes. Lighting is supplied with the Light Suspension 
System, which provides vertical adjustment along Double 
Standard Uprights.

Assembly Bench idea # MF-015

Another version of a mobile assembly unit, this Series 4500 
Mobile Table is equipped with all of the features needed 
to aid in the assembly process. Note that Overtable Shelves 
may be specified with or without 20-amp duplex outlets to 
provide needed overtable power.

Mobile  
Assembly Unit

idea # MF-014



This four-person assembly station was configured with two Series 7000 Technician Station in-line rows, positioned back-to-back. Fixed Riser Shelf 
Assemblies, 20-amp Wiretroughs, and Light Suspension Systems complete the station.

Three Series 1000 Tables form an in-line row for this facility’s Final Assembly operation. Post-formed tops were chosen for employee comfort, and 
parts bins are located on Mounting Rails, within easy reach. Adjustable Overtable Shelves may be positioned at any height along length of vertical 
Double Standard uprights; Light Fixtures are mounted beneath each Shelf.

Final Assembly idea # MF-017
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For the assembly of a large product, this mobile assembly 
line moves to the job function whenever and wherever it 
may be needed. The unit was designed with Series 1000 
Mobile Tables configured in an in-line row of 42” depth 
x 168” length.

Mobile  
Assembly Unit

idea # MF-012

A post-formed worksurface with cut-outs for cabling, tops 
this Series 1000 Table. The 30”D x 72”L unit is also equipped 
with an adjustable Overtable Shelf, a CPU Caddy, storage 
Drawer, and a Backstop. These and other accessories may 
be added to the table at any time.

Electronics 
Assembly

idea # MF-019

Documentation is efficiently stored overtable on an 
adjustable Divider Shelf, on this assembly area station. 
Storage, footrest, power, and a light source complete 
the unit.

Assembly Area idea # MF-020

Storage is plentiful with this Assembly configuration. A 
Series 7400 Cabinet-to-Leg Technician Station provides 
drawer space, in addition to the equipment storage area 
furnished by the three adjustable Overtable Shelves.
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